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ABSTRACT
A wide variety of rocking systems have been proposed to reduce damage induced by earthquakes. These
systems rely on rocking as a form of base isolation, but also employ post-tensioning to limit rocking
amplitude and ensure re-centering of the system. Often, performance-based design approaches (i.e., static
pushover) are used to predict the response of these systems.
This paper employs a simple analytical model to investigate the response of post-tensioned flexible rocking
structures using two different approaches. First, analytical dynamics approach is used to predict the full
dynamic response. Second, a performance- based design approach is used to predict the maximum response.
The simple model allows a wide parametric study to determine the effects of relative tendon stiffness,
relative structural stiffness and rocking parameters, on the maximum response.
Comparison of the results defines limits for the relative tendon stiffness and the rocking amplitudes for which
performance- based design approaches are reliable. Beyond these limits, the full dynamic response must be
considered. In addition, the results give insight into the parameters for which the benefits of rocking behavior
can best be exploited.
KEYWORDS: Rocking, Earthquake engineering, Seismic response, Base isolation, Perfromancebased design.

safety”, reliable retrofit and design techniques are
required, enabling the isolation of structures from
ground motion, reducing earthquake generated forces
and, consequently, minimizing response, material
strains and damage (ATC, 2006).
Rocking systems as a form of base isolation for
bridge piers and building frames have been the subject
of several recent studies. The first systematic
investigation of the dynamics of rocking was
conducted by Housner (1963), who examined the
dynamic behaviour of a rigid rectangular slender block,
resting on a level surface and rocking about its bottom
corners under horizontal ground motion. Housner's
investigation showed that tall, slender blocks are
unexpectedly stable under earthquake excitation, more

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the current generation of seismic
design provisions is to protect life safety by preventing
building collapse. These traditional methodologies
were not developed to prevent damage to buildings and
infrastructure or mitigate economic losses.
Developing seismic provisions and codes enabling
the design of structures to achieve defined seismic
performance levels is a pressing requirement in
mitigating future losses from earthquake hazards. In
order to achieve performance levels higher than “lifeReceived on 9/4/2015.
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than would be intuitively inferred by their stability
against steady lateral loading. Subsequent studies have
shown structures designed to uplift and rock on their
foundations
during
earthquakes,
experiencing
significantly reduced deformations and consequently
sustaining less damage than fixed-base counterparts.
Subsequent investigations (Meek, 1975; Chopra and
Yim, 1985; Psycharis, 1991) have shown a desirable
base isolation effect resulting from foundation uplift in
structures subjected to ground motion.
Oliveto et al. (2003) built upon these findings to
derive the non-linear equations of motion for large
displacements, enabling an investigation of the
overturning stability of a single-degree-of-freedom
flexible structure with foundation uplift, noting that a
thorough understanding of the dynamic behaviour of
rocking structures was still required. Acikgoz and
DeJong (2012, 2013) further investigated the
interaction of structural flexibility with base rocking
for flexible rocking structures under pulse-type
excitations, highlighting the effect of elasticity as
dominant pulses in near field earthquake records,
which are often responsible for the overturning
collapse of rocking structures. These studies have made
it feasible to develop a design methodology capable of
accurately capturing the maximum response and hence
enabling the design of configurations to meet specific
performance requirements.
This cumulative work has shown that rocking can
potentially be implemented as a form of base isolation
to eliminate inelastic dynamic structural response.
Further research has shown that controlled rocking
enhances these effects, by limiting rocking amplitude
and ensuring self-centering, virtually eliminating
residual drifts and ensuring that the system remains
essentially elastic (Eatherton et al., 2008).
An ongoing reappraisal of seismic design principles
by the engineering community has resulted in a gradual
realignment from force-based to performance-based
seismic
design.
Performance
objectives
are
increasingly employed to define the level of acceptable
risk (Priestley, 2000).
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Recent research has proposed applying current
performance-based design approaches to controlled
rocking systems. Pollino and Bruneau (2007)
analytically investigated a seismic retrofit technique for
steel truss bridge piers, featuring a rocking-dissipating
pier-foundation connection. Pollino and Bruneau's
proposed system features a passive energy dissipation
device (buckling restrained brace) which enhances selfcentering. Performance-based methods were used to
predict maximum deck-level response (displacement),
implementing the non-linear static coefficient-capacity
spectrum procedure (FEMA, 1997).
However, fundamental differences in behaviour
between rigid rocking systems and linear elastic
oscillators have led to questioning of performance-based
design approaches proposed to predict the response of
such systems, almost all of which employ linear elastic
displacement response spectra for demand estimation
(Makris and Konstantinidis, 2003). Given the limitations
of static analysis procedures (e.g., pushover analysis),
the reliability of the maximum response predictions of
controlled rocking structures using current methods has
not been sufficiently investigated. In order to fully
realize the potential of controlled rocking systems,
further research is required to:
• Evaluate existing Performance-Based Design
(PBD) methods as a viable seismic design
approach.
• Define the limitations of Performance-Based
Design (PBD) using static analysis techniques and
identify design constraints necessary to achieve
optimum benefits of rocking behaviour.
• Extend recent advances in the fundamental
understanding of the interaction of flexibility and
rocking in free-standing flexible rocking structures
to controlled (post-tensioned) flexible rocking
structures.
MODELLING AND ANALYSIS METHODS
A. Structural Model
An idealized model

of

the

system

under
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consideration; a post-tensioned flexible rocking
structure, is shown in Figure 1. The model has a
lumped mass m, positioned at height H at quiescent
initial conditions and attached to a weightless, rigid
foundation beam of width 2B, by an axially rigid strut
of lateral stiffness ko and viscous damping c. The
diagonal distance from the undisturbed mass to points
O,O' located at the edges of the base foundation, is
denoted
as
and
α=tan-1(B ⁄ H) is the angle of slenderness. A central,
unbonded post-tensioned elastic tendon of stiffness kt
passes through a duct running through the center of the
structure. The two - degree- of- freedom system is free
to uplift and may respond to horizontal excitations by
rocking about pivot points O,O' in addition to
translational motion of the mass, u.

the system considered in this investigation, also
represents common design and retrofit solutions used
in practice. For the purposes of this study, analyses
were conducted assuming that the system rests on rigid
ground and that the coefficient of static friction is
sufficient to prevent sliding. In practice, sliding may
also be prevented by using an appropriate foundation
configuration.
B. Phases and Associated Equations of Dynamic
Motion
Two phases define the dynamic motion of a flexible
rocking structure; a phase in full contact with the
ground and an uplifted, rocking phase. The equations
of motion governing these two states for a freestanding (no additional self-centering), flexible rocking
structure are presented in (Acikgoz and DeJong, 2013).
In the current model, the equations of motion for
the rocking phase account for the added post-tensioned
tendon. The full contact phase is unaffected by this
addition, as the tendon is not assumed to be
prestressed; i.e., it is slack prior to uplift and only
exerts a resorting force in the event of rocking. The
equations of motion for the rocking phase are adopted
from (Acikgoz and DeJong, 2013), expanding the
model to include a post-tensioned tendon.
Full contact phase: This phase represents the
response of a structure with quiescent initial
conditions, such that both corners of the base are in
contact with the ground. The structure’s motion is
identical to that of a linear elastic oscillator and is
governed by the standard differential equation for a
SDOF system:

Figure (1): Schematic of idealized structural model
of a post-tensioned, flexible rocking structure

2

Horizontal displacement Δ = x+ux, where x is the
horizontal component of rocking displacement and ux is
the horizontal component of lateral deformation u.
cos
(1)
sin

sin

.

;

(3)

where u is the elastic translation of the mass,
/

is the angular natural frequency of the

/ 2√
is the damping factor and is
system, 
the horizontal ground acceleration. The response of the
structure in this phase is not affected by geometry,
provided that stiffness k is an independent parameter.

(2)

The configuration shown in Figure 1, representing
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Rocking phase: Once the structure uplifts, rocking
and elastic deformation proceed simultaneously. This
occurs once lateral displacement of the mass m reaches
a critical value ucr at which the overturning moments
are sufficient to cause uplift. The equations of motion
governing the rocking phase, which describe the elastic
translation and rocking for a free rocking (unanchored)
structure, were derived in (Acikgoz and DeJong, 2012)
using generalized coordinates (R,β) and extended in
(Acikgoz and DeJong, 2013) using (u,θ), based on a
model formulated by Oliveto et al. (2003). The (u,θ)
coordinates are used in this study exclusively and
equations have been modified for a SDOF system. The
equations of motion for the rocking phase in terms of
these parameters are (variables given in Figure 1):

∓2

∓

cos
sin ∓

2
cos
∓2
sin
∓

sin
∓
⁄

.

(4 a)
(4 b)

sin
cos

.

Equation (4 a) describes the rocking motion of a
flexible rocking structure, retrofitted with an unbonded
central tendon. The first line of this equation represents
the equilibrium of forces in the direction of elastic
deformation u, while the second line represents the
equilibrium of overturning and stabilizing moments
about the rocking pivot O (or O'). The term
(ktB2sin(θ)⁄m) accounts for the elastic action of the
tendon. In Equation (4 a), the upper sign indicates
rotation about the right base corner O and the lower
sign indicates rotation about the left foundation corner
O'. Details of phase transition can be found in (Acikgoz
and DeJong, 2012).

(NSP), often referred to as the Pushover Analysis (PA)
(FEMA, 1997; ATC, 1996). Under this procedure, a
model directly incorporating non-linear response is
displaced to a target displacement and the resulting
forces are measured.
This procedure has been adopted from ATC-40
(ATC, 1996) and modified to account for bilinear
elastic behaviour characteristics of controlled rocking
structures. The original document refers to inelastic
material response as the source of non-linearity.
However, this was modified so that the limit state at
which the system’s stiffness deviates is the uplift of the
structure, as opposed to gradual yielding of structural
members.
A mathematical model of the structure is
developed, in accordance with guidelines specified in
ATC-40 (ATC, 1996). This model is subjected to
monotonically increasing horizontal forces until a
target displacement is achieved. Seismic demand can
be directly expressed as elastic spectral demand. It is
then possible to compare seismic demand with the
structure’s lateral force-displacement (pushover)
capacity. This is the basis of Capacity Spectrum
Method (CSM); a performance-based seismic design
method described in the ATC-40 document (ATC,
1996).
D. Dimensionless System
To present the results in an intuitive manner, for a
wide range of structures, input parameters are nondimensionalized. Furthermore, in order to characterize
the behaviour of the system, the absolute ratio of the
rotational stiffness provided by the tendon to the
rocking rotational stiffness is adopted.
Additional moment provided by the unbonded posttensioned tendon has been shown to be:
,

C. Performance-Based Design Approach
This section presents the analysis procedure and
design requirements for performance-based seismic
design of controlled rocking structures. The adopted
analysis procedure is the Nonlinear Static Procedure
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sin ;

(5)

where kt = tendon stiffness. Normalizing by
moment of inertia of the mass and the frequency
parameter:
⁄ .
,
(6)
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sin

(
(7)

.

AN
NALYSIS AN
ND RESULTS
S

Assumingg small angle rotation, appplying the elasstic
moment rotaation relationshhip:

The viabilitty of the propposed model is assessed byy
means
m
of a casee study. A briddge pier confiiguration withh
geeometrical andd material prooperties consiistent with ann
ex
xisting structuure is introdduced in this section. A
deetailed exampple illustrates how results are obtainedd
an
nd compared in
i a parametricc study.
The perform
mance-based procedure ap
pplied in thee
cu
urrent researchh, the capacitty spectrum method
m
(ATC,,
19
996), will be explained ussing an examp
ple. The casee
stu
udy is a preccast concrete bridge pier configurationn
with geometriccal and mateerial propertiies consistentt
with an existeent bridge, thhe South Raangitikei Raill
Brridge in New
w Zealand, w
which by dessign employss
ro
ocking as a seiismic isolationn technique (M
Ma and Khan,,
20
008). This connfiguration is modified forr the purposess
off this study by
b the additioon of a central unbondedd
po
ost-tensioned tendon as a self-centering
g device. Thee
heeight of the piier H = 76.9 m
m, half base width
w
B = 6.733
6
m and mass m=1.67×10
m
kkg lumped at
a deck level,,
asssumed to be at height H. The pier’s aspect
a
ratio iss
11
1.5, corresponnding to a slennderness anglle α=0.09 rad..
Th
he pier is alloowed to uplift and rock on its
i foundationn
un
nder the infl
fluence of hoorizontal gro
ound motion..
Slliding is assuumed to be pprevented by means of ann
ap
ppropriate fouundation configguration.

(
(8)

.
sin

.

,

.

(
(9)
(110)

A characterization of systems
s
retroffitted with thrree
t
ranges of rottational stiffneess can be achhieved using the
dimensionlesss quantity ρt. Varying the values of ρt, its
value will allow
a
for capturing these three ranges of
rocking behaaviour.
(11)
Use of thhis parameterr facilitates thhe determinatiion
of the effectss of relative tendon
t
stiffness on maximuum
response.
A flexibility/scale noon-dimensionaal parameter ρo
will be usedd to determinne and capture the effects of
relative strucctural (bendingg) stiffness.
.

.

(112)

(113)

A.. Design Exam
mple
The bridge is assumed to be located
d at class B,,
reepresenting a rock
r
site and coefficients Fa and Fv = 1..
A site-specific design response spectrum
m, calculatedd
G
forr
acccording to prrocedures desccribed in the Guidelines
th
he Seismic Design of Highhway Bridges (AASHTO,,
20
007), based onn 5% in 50 yyear probabilisstic data from
m
th
he US geologgical survey ((USGS, 2013
3), is used too
ob
btain seismic demand. Onne-second (S
S1) and shortt
peeriod (Ss) accceleration valuues are 0.734
4g and 1.93g,,
reespectively, coorresponding tto 5% dampin
ng.
Values of relative stifffness param
meters ρo, ρt,
co
orrespond too stiffness categories, representingg
prroportional multiples
m
of abbsolute laterall and relativee

t
The behaaviour of thee system will depend on the
dimensionlesss terms θ/α,uu/ucr, ρo, t, but
b will also be
determined by
b the characteristics of the specific grouund
motion recorrds to be impplemented. Inn that sense, the
t
response iss not comppletely non-ddimensionalizeed.
However, reesponse can be presentedd intuitively in
terms of θ/α
α,u/ucr, and coompared acrooss the range of
ground motiions implemeented, for a wide range of
relative strucctural stiffnesss and relative tendon stiffneess
ρo, ρt, repressenting a variiety of behaviiours which can
c
be captured using
u
these paarameters.
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stiffness, resspectively, acccording to (E
Eq. 10 and Eq.
E
12). Tendon stiffness kt is
i considered in multiples of
28000 kN/m
m, which correesponds to a relative tenddon
stiffness of ρt=1 and reppresents the tendon
t
stiffneess
required to balance thee pier’s neggative ‘rockiing
stiffness’ forr small rotatioons, resultingg in a horizonntal
post-uplift sttiffness curve.
3
Thus, forr (ρt =1)→kt=28×10
=
kN⁄m
m (Eq. 10). The
T
pier’s lateraal stiffness ko is similarlyy considered in
multiples off 28×103 kN⁄⁄m, which coorresponds too a
relative initiaal stiffness of (ρo =1), as defined in Eq. 12.
Horizontaal deck-levell displacemennt for selectted
values of ρo, ρt is shown in
i Figure 2. The
T values of ρo,
ρt this exampple uses are used
u
to obtainn values of ko,kt.
(Eq. 10 and Eq. 12). Theese stiffness values
v
determiine
the shape of the bilineaar elastic forcce displacemeent
curve to be employed
e
in thhe pushover annalysis.
Taking ρo = 5, ρt= 1000 as an examplle case:
→
→

5→
10
00 →

141

10

⁄ ;

28
8

10

⁄ .

B. Non-lineaar Inelastic Time
Ti History Analysis
A
In orderr to verify the effectivveness of the
t

peerformance-baased approachh employed herein,
h
a non-lin
near dynamicc time-historyy analysis is performed too
prredict the full ‘exact’ dyynamic respo
onse. For thee
an
nalytical dynaamics simulattion, the abso
olute stiffnesss
vaalues are deterrmined from rrelative stiffn
ness values ρo,
ρt (Eq. 10 and Eq. 12). Thesse absolute stiiffness valuess
(in
n units of kN
N⁄m), pier masss m and dim
mensions H, B
co
onstitute inputt parameters for the numeerical solutionn
off the equationss of motion (E
Eq. 3 and Eq. 4). The resultt
off this simulatioon can be exppressed in term
ms of the non-diimensional ouutput parametters θ⁄α,u/ucr or
o directly ass
th
he total deck--level lateral displacementt Δ which iss
ev
valuated accorrding to Eq.1.

Figure (2): Example
E
capaacity spectrum
m analysis
(ATC, 1996)

Figurre (3): Pulse type
t
ground motion
m
records (a) 1979 Im
mperial Valleey (El Centro Array #4) [IV
V79] and
(b) 19994 Northrid
dge (Newhall, Fire Station)) [NR94] and non-pulse-tyype record (c) 1980 Victoriia Mexico
(Chihuahu
ua) [VM80]. Acceleration
A
time historiees of the selectted records are shown in tthe top row an
nd velocity
time histories
h
are shown
s
in the bottom row (Pacific
(
Earth
hquake Engineering Reseearch Center,, 1014)
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Fiigure (5): Non-linear timee-history simu
ulation resultts
for
f deck-levell displacemen
nts Δ, normallized by theirr
reespective disp
placement-baased design response valuee

Figure (4):
( Lateral pier
p displacem
ment Δ results of
example tim
me history an
nalysis
Previous research into performance--based designn of
controlled roocking system
ms, e.g. (Pollinno and Bruneaau,
2007), usedd synthetic earthquake records
r
lackiing
“forward dirrectivity effeccts in the neaar fault regioon”
characteristiccs (Baker, 2007). Speccifically stroong
velocity pullses caused by
b fault norm
mal, near faault
pulse-type ground
g
motionn are the prim
mary drivers of
large amplituude rocking (Housner,
(
19663; Acikgoz and
a
DeJong, 2013). In the currrent research,, viability of the
t
proposed moodel is assesssed by subjeccting the briddge
pier configuuration to botth pulse typee and non-puulse
type earthquuake records.. Time-historry plots of the
t
ground motioon records used in this studdy are shownn in
Figure 3. Thhe records weere obtained from the PEE
ER
ground motioon database (P
PEERC, 2014)).

non-linear tim
me-history annalysis) is conducted
c
too
(n
deetermine the accuracy of m
maximum ressponse valuess
prredicted by thhe displacemennt-based procedure used inn
th
his study, thee Capacity Spectrum Method (ATC,,
19
996). As illusttrated in the ccase study preesented in thee
prrevious sectioon, the primaary parameterrs consideredd
arre relative teendon stiffnesss and relatiive structurall
stiiffness ρo, ρt. Rocking paraameters are also consideredd
heere with furthher recommendations for fu
uture work. A
wide range off relative struuctural tendon
n stiffness iss
co
onsidered to determine
d
the effects of these parameterss
on
n maximum response annd the limits for whichh
peerformance-baased design appproaches aree reliable. Thee
prreliminary ressults of this parametric stud
dy are shownn
in
n Figure 5.

M
Decck-Level
Comparison of Results of Maximum
ment predictioons by the perrformance-bassed
Displacem
method and the full dynaamic time-histtory analysis are
a
presented as maximum ressponse predicted by the tim
mewn in Figure 4 normalized by
history analyysis ΔTH show
the maximum
m response prredicted by thhe performanccebased design procedure ΔP
PB design shoown in Figure 2.
2

DISCUS
SSION
As shown in Figure 55, the displacement-basedd
method
m
conservatively ppredicts thee maximum
m
diisplacement for
fo the 1994 N
Northridge grround motionn
fo
or all twenty cases consideered. Within each relativee
beending stiffneess category, ρo, the perforrmance-basedd
ap
pproach is seeen to more acccurately pred
dict maximum
m
reesponse for hiigher values oof ρt, represen
nting a stifferr

C. Paramteric Study
A param
metric study using analyytical dynam
mics
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tendon. Conversely, for the 1979 Imperial Valley
ground motion, the performance-based approach underpredicts response for all but four cases. These four
cases, which are slightly over-predicted, pertain to the
stiffest tendon, ρt =100 for all bending stiffness
categories, ρo =1, 5, 10 and 100. Prediction of
maximum displacement is unconservative for all but
two cases for the 1980 Victoria, Mexico ground
motion.
A monotonic, upward trend in displacement-based
method predictions is noticeable for the 1994
Northridge ground motion, such that predictions for
lower relative tendon stiffness ρo values are very
conservative, but the accuracy of prediction gradually
increases with increasing tendon stiffness until a very
good prediction is realized at ρt =100, a case which
represents the highest relative tendon stiffness. This
pattern is similarly observed for higher bending
stiffness categories ρo =5, 10 and 25.
For the 1979 Imperial Valley ground motion, the
displacement-based method also yields predictions of
noticeable variation within structural stiffness
categories. The pattern of variation is then
approximately repeated across bending stiffness
categories; i.e., for ρo =1,5,10 and 25. However, in this
case, change in prediction accuracy is not monotonous
within structural stiffness categories, as is the case for
the 1994 Northridge ground motion. Rather,
predictions are more accurate for very stiff and very
flexible tendons ρt=100 and 1, respectively. Predictions
are unconservative for three intermediate relative
tendon stiffness categories ρt = 5, 10 and 25, with the
least conservative prediction achieved at ρt =10.
Interestingly, the displacement-based method’s
prediction of maximum response for the 1979 Imperial
Valley ground motion is most accurate for ρt=100 and
almost identical to the prediction for another pulse-type
ground motion, the 1994 Northridge earthquake record.
In both cases, response is slightly over-predicted. This
indicates that record-to-record variability is minimal
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when relative rotational stiffness is at its highest value.
This may imply that limiting rocking amplitude by
applying a stiff tendon could limit record-to-record
variability. This can be verified by comparison of
results with the third ground motion record and
examining rocking amplitude time-histories.
Predictions of maximum response for the 1980
Victoria, Mexico ground motion are more chaotic,
displaying less regular distribution of normalized
response than the previous two ground motion cases.
Some agreement can be seen for the lowest relative
rotational stiffness category ρt =1. As for IV79,
prediction discrepancy increases for stiffer tendons
represented by ρt =5 and 10. At higher relative tendon
stiffness, there is little order to discern from the
normalized displacements. Examining response timehistories and amplitude time-histories is required for
further interpretation.
CONCLUSIONS
The current study investigated the viability of
applying performance-based design approach to rocking
structures. This was conducted by assessing the
capability of an established displacement-based design
method to predict the response of structural systems
adopting controlled rocking to limit damage due to
earthquake-induced ground motion. Initial results show
that for large bridge piers, long duration velocity pulses
cause large rocking amplitudes that the performancebased method is unable to accurately predict.
The results that have been achieved so far and
conclusions based on them represent initial results from
a preliminary investigation. Three earthquake records
were selected for investigation and applied to a single
pier configuration. The current model needs to be further
developed to account for hysteric and radiation damping.
A significant expansion of the number and type of
earthquake ground motions, as well as the scale of
structure considered, in addition to a suitable treatment
of damping are required before generalizing results.
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